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The activity space approach is increasingly mobilized in spatial segregation research

to broaden its scope from residential neighborhoods to other socio-spatial contexts

of people. Activity space segregation research is an emerging field, characterized by

quick adaptation of novel data sources and interdisciplinary methodologies. In this

article, we present a methodological review of activity space segregation research by

identifying approaches, methods and data sources applied. First, our review highlights

that the activity space approach enables segregation to be studied from the perspectives

of people, places and mobility flows. Second, the results reveal that both traditional

data sources and novel big data sources are valuable for studying activity space

segregation. While traditional sources provide rich background information on people

for examining the social dimension of segregation, big data sources bring opportunities

to address temporality, and increase the spatial extent and resolution of analysis. Hence,

big data sources have an important role in mediating the conceptual change from a

residential neighborhood-based to an activity space-based approach to segregation.

Still, scholars should address carefully the challenges and uncertainties that big data

entail for segregation studies. Finally, we propose a framework for a three-step

methodological workflow for activity space segregation analysis, and outline future

research avenues to move toward more conceptual clarity, integrated analysis framework

and methodological rigor.

Keywords: spatial segregation, activity space, human mobility, methodological review, big data, literature review

INTRODUCTION

The vast body of spatial segregation research focuses on residential patterning of social groups
across urban neighborhoods (Massey and Denton, 1988; Tammaru et al., 2015). This has provided
valuable knowledge on the social fabric of our cities, and on how social and physical characteristics
of neighborhoods affect the life outcomes of their residents (Galster and Sharkey, 2017). Just as
individuals are influenced by their residential neighborhoods, they are also exposed to and shaped
by the other socio-spatial contexts of their daily life. However, the non-residential context is seldom
covered in segregation studies that lead to socially, spatially and temporally limited understanding
of individuals’ exposure to or isolation from others. This also obscures the true nature of social
inequalities and integration in society. This has been confirmed by a number of recent studies
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indicating that most individuals’ daily activities and interactions
take place in spaces with social compositions that are
considerably different from their residential neighborhoods
(Jones and Pebley, 2014; Toomet et al., 2015).

The scholarly focus on “night-time” segregation in residential
neighborhoods over “the degree to which daytime population
distributions display segregation” (Boal, 1987) is driven mainly
by data availability. Segregation studies have primarily relied
on census and register data (Boal, 1987; Petrović et al., 2019)
that are easily accessible, at least on the spatially coarse and
aggregate level. However, these data seldom include spatial
information other than where people live (and in some cases
where people work), which excludes the capture of individuals’
other important activity locations (e.g., schools, leisure time
activity sites) and mobility between those locations. Moreover,
as census and register data are often made available at the
administrative unit level (such as census tract or block group),
the prevailing understanding of segregation and the approach
to it has become residential neighborhood centered; that is,
examining how segregated a place is, per se. In contrast, much
less theoretical and empirical attention has been applied to the
question of how segregated individuals’ everyday lives in all their
activity spaces are.

Inspired by the wider trends in social sciences several scholars
have responsively called for researchers to incorporate new
perspectives in studying segregation (Wang et al., 2012; Järv
et al., 2015; Wissink et al., 2016; Sampson, 2017). The activity
space approach to segregation (Wong and Shaw, 2011; Palmer,
2013) that builds on the concept of activity space (Golledge
and Stimson, 1997) proposes that segregation is (re)produced
across all locations that a person visits (for both social and
asocial activities), and routes and areas the person travels
through and around. The approach highlights the importance
of both activity locations and spatial mobility in shaping
people’s segregation experiences. The idea is supported by the
understanding brought by the mobility turn in social sciences
(Sheller and Urry, 2006)—not only presence in but also mobility
between activity locations entails embodied experiences with a
cultural and social meaning (Cresswell, 2010). Mobility is also
crucial for understanding interdependencies between segregation
in residential neighborhoods, schools, workplaces and during
leisure time.

More recent conceptualisations of segregation beyond
residential neighborhoods are the domains approach by
Tammaru et al. (2021), and spatiotemporal approach to
examining multi-contextual segregation by Park and Kwan
(2018). While having their own focuses, both approaches stress
that, besides various spatial contexts, also temporal contexts
are important for understanding segregation. Both approaches
rely on time geography (Hägerstrand, 1970) that provides a
conceptual framework for studying the spatial and temporal
constraints of and exposures across an individual’s space-time
paths that reflect social inequalities across the population
(Farber et al., 2015). For clarity, we hereafter refer to research
that captures segregation beyond residential neighborhoods
across individuals’ multiple activity locations and/or mobility
broadly as activity space segregation without limiting it to any
conceptual approach.

Until two technological advancements made it feasible,
research on activity spaces and space-time paths was long
limited due to the constraints on collecting and analyzing
detailed data on individuals’ spatiotemporal behavior. First,
increased computational capacities and new tools of geographic
information systems have broadened opportunities for data-rich
spatial analysis (Miller, 2005). Second, the emergence of big
data sources such as mobile phones, social media platforms,
smart cards, and GPS-enabled mobile devices provide novel
and cost-efficient ways to capture detailed spatial and temporal
information on our daily activities (Shelton et al., 2015; Wang
et al., 2018). Despite the challenges (Zook et al., 2017), big
data sources are increasingly mobilized in many social sciences
(Kitchin, 2014; Halford and Savage, 2017) for “supplementing
existing data sources and providing a richer understanding
of the multiple social and spatial processes” in our cities
(Zook et al., 2019).

These conceptual and methodological advancements make
possible the paradigm shift from a residential neighborhood-
based to an activity space-based approach to segregation.
The new strand of activity space segregation research can
be characterized by three main shifts on how segregation is
comprehended and examined. First, studying segregation from
the perspective of people by placing the dynamic life of an
individual at the center of the analysis is gradually being
recognized and considered to be as important as the conventional
perspective of residential neighborhoods (Kwan, 2009; Farber
et al., 2015; Petrović et al., 2019; Musterd, 2020). Second, this has
led to the acknowledgment and incorporation of the wide variety
of socio-spatial contexts from residential neighborhoods to the
work and travel environments that people are exposed to during
their spatiotemporally complex everyday lives, in segregation
studies (Schnell, 2002; Järv et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2019). Third,
recognizing that the social composition of places is constantly
changing due to individuals’ mobility in space and time shifts
the static notion of neighborhoods toward studying dynamic
segregation levels in neighborhoods on one hand (Mooses et al.,
2016; Le Roux et al., 2017), and individuals’ exposure to their
dynamic socio-spatial contexts on the other (Kwan, 2013; Östh
et al., 2018).

An overview by Wong (2016) on the state of measuring
spatial segregation highlights that to advance activity space
segregation research “[e]ither existing measures have to be
modified or new measures have to be developed to utilize
individual-level data” (p. 94). Moreover, high hopes are set for the
emergence of and constantly improving skills to apply big data
sources in activity space segregation research (Järv et al., 2015;
Bettencourt et al., 2019; Petrović et al., 2019). In recent years,
several reviews have been published to advance activity space
segregation research forward. Yao et al. (2019) focused on the
development of spatial segregation measures, including indices
for individual activity spaces. Cagney et al. (2020) discussed
the incorporation of the activity space concept in sociological
research (e.g., social inequality and segregation), and a systematic
review by Bettencourt et al. (2019) focused on the micro-ecology
of segregation in local spatial practices. Yet, a systematic overview
on themethodological developments of the existing activity space
segregation research is still lacking.
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Against this backdrop, we present a methodological review
of the studies that capture segregation beyond residential
neighborhoods across individuals’ multiple activity locations
and/or mobility. With this review we aim to make a conceptual
and methodological contribution to the evolving activity space
segregation field in particular, and to spatial segregation research
in general. Our three objectives are first, to identify what
approaches, methods and data sources have been applied to study
segregation in activity spaces; second, to assess how different
data sources have contributed to spatially, temporally and socially
more comprehensive understanding of activity space segregation,
while giving special attention to the role of novel big data
sources; and third, to draw attention to a number of challenges
in the activity space segregation field to outline the avenues for
future research.

METHODS

Definition of Key Concepts
Our systematic literature search relied on the following two
concepts: segregation and activity space. We understand
segregation to be spatially uneven distributions and
relationships—spatial arrangements and patterning and/or
spatial interactions—between people belonging to different
population groups (Yao et al., 2019). Often, the term spatial
integration is used instead to refer to spatially even distributions
of population groups and the relationships between them.
Inspired by Golledge and Stimson (1997), we understand activity
space as a geographic space that captures an individual’s activity
locations and mobility over a period of time.

When presenting results, we make a distinction between
traditional data sources and big data sources. These are
ambiguous terms that lack clear definition, yet are different from
each other in terms of the qualities and characteristics of data
(Kitchin, 2014). While the most common characteristics of big
data are velocity (being produced continuously) and exhaustivity
(n = all samples), traditional data sources are beyond some
exceptions, such as register and census data, collected with
sampling techniques, and have therefore limited volume, and
spatial and temporal scope (Kitchin, 2014; Kitchin and McArdle,
2016). Here, we consider digitally produced data sources, such
as mobile phone, social media, and smart card data, and data
produced via mobile phone applications and collected via GPS
tracking studies, to constitute big data. We consider census and
register data, and data collected with surveys and interviews as
traditional data.

Search Strategy
We conducted a systematic literature search in the Scopus
database on 25 March 2019 to identify potential original
and peer-reviewed activity space segregation studies published
in English. The keywords identified around the following
themes were used to search for potentially relevant studies: (1)
segregation, and (2) activity space. Table 1 summarizes all the
combinations of keywords, and the detailed search query is
presented in Supplementary Material S1.

TABLE 1 | Identified keywords for database search and query logic.

Theme Keywords

(1) Segregation segregation OR “spatial integration” OR “social integration”

OR “socio-spatial integration”

(2) Activity space “spatial mobility” OR “human mobility” OR “daily mobility” OR

“personal mobility” OR “individual mobility” OR

“spatio-temporal mobility” OR “spatiotemporal mobility” OR

“socio-spatial mobility” OR “sociospatial mobility” OR “urban

mobility” OR “spatial movement” OR “activity space” OR

“action space” OR “spatial interaction” OR “co-presence” OR

“copresence” OR “spatial network” OR “spatial behavior” OR

“spatial behavior” OR “spatio-temporal behavior” OR

“spatiotemporal behavior” OR “spatio-temporal behavior” OR

“spatiotemporal behavior” OR “use of space” OR lifeworld OR

“person-based” OR “individual-based”

Search query TITLE-ABS-KEY (1) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (2)

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
We sought to include in the current review all empirical activity
space segregation studies. For that, we assessed each article, which
was identified through database searching, against the following
criteria: (1) investigated spatial segregation or spatial integration
as defined in Section Definition of Key Concepts; (2) studied
segregation across individuals’ activity spaces as defined in
Section Definition of Key Concepts with the conditions specified
in the following criteria; (3) empirical investigation of activity
spaces was based on individual-level location data capturing at
minimum two activity locations or mobility between them; (4)
activity space measurement included quantitative measurement
of realized movement, behavior, activity or locations visited in
geographical space. We excluded studies that: (1) used qualitative
methods for examining activity spaces and segregation; and (2)
studied micro-scale mobility in one activity location or socio-
spatial context, e.g., limited to a dining hall. When assessing
studies against inclusion and exclusion criteria, we treated
segregation and activity space as umbrella terms. Thus, the
inclusion of the study did not depend on the theoretical definition
or concept used in the article reviewed, but on whether the
empirical case study met the criteria listed above.

Study Selection and Data Extraction
We used a four-phase selection process to identify relevant
articles, following the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) Statement (Moher
et al., 2009). The initial literature search resulted in 420
publications. After a careful assessment of the full texts, i.e.,
the contents of the articles, we identified 44 articles that
were relevant for our methodological review (Figure 1). See
Supplementary Material S2 for the results of literature search
and article selection decisions.

We analyzed approaches, methods and data sources used in
articles from the three dimensions of segregation: social, spatial
and temporal. We paid particular attention to big data sources.
In the case of studies using mixed methods, we reviewed only
parts that use quantitative methods. The studies using both big
data and traditional sources are classified as big data studies in
the review as the latter sources have a supporting role. This study
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FIGURE 1 | Article selection process.

does not review the empirical findings, per se, nor assess the
quality of each methodology. The list of reviewed articles with
data extraction is provided in Supplementary Material S2.

RESULTS

Data Sources and General Characteristics
Research on activity space segregation is relatively young
(Figure 2) compared to the long history of residential
segregation research (van Kempen and Özüekren, 1998).
The first empirical studies on the role of everyday life spaces
for understanding socio-spatial integration and isolation of
members of social groups were conducted at the start of the
2000s (Scheiner, 2000). Back then, research on segregation
in activity spaces was still uncommon—only a few articles
were published in 2000–2010 and half of these by Schnell and

FIGURE 2 | The number of articles on quantitative activity space segregation

research in the Scopus database by year and data source type (n = 44). The

year 2019 includes articles published until March 25.

colleagues (Schnell and Yoav, 2001; Goldhaber and Schnell,
2007). The yearly publication numbers have increased since then
(Figure 2) totalling 44 quantitative activity space segregation
articles published in various journals listed in the Scopus
database by the time of conducting this review (see articles by
journal in Supplementary Material S3).

Activity space segregation studies have used various data
sources to analyse individuals’ realized mobility and activity
locations quantitatively (Figure 3). The studies rely exclusively
on self-reported location data (n = 24) or on automatically
collected location data (n = 15) or a combination of these two
data sources (n= 5).

Self-reported location data were collected using traditional
methods, mainly travel diaries (n = 11) and surveys (n = 10),
as shown in Figure 3. The earlier studies relied on specifically
designed small-scale surveys, asking about respondents’ everyday
activity locations (Scheiner, 2000) or time spent in different
sociocultural spaces (Schnell and Yoav, 2001). In more recent
studies (Wang et al., 2012; Li and Wang, 2017), respondents
were asked to fill in travel diaries. In addition, scholars
have made use of extensive neighborhood/household (travel)
surveys, conducted by state or regional authorities, that include
information on respondents’ key destinations (Jones and Pebley,
2014; Browning et al., 2017) or daily mobility (Wong and Shaw,
2011; Le Roux et al., 2017). To a lesser extent, interviewing (n =

5), mapping activities, deriving census data, and other statistical
data sources were used.

Automatically collected location data were drawn from several
novel big data sources in nearly half of the activity space
segregation studies (n = 20; Figure 3). The first study on spatial
mobility and social integration using big data was published
by Licoppe et al. (2008), in which the location data of people,
collected via a mobile phone application, was examined. Since
2012, the use of big data has been increasing (Figure 2). However,
the diversity of big data sources is significant, e.g., in terms of
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FIGURE 3 | Distribution of articles by data source type used for analyzing

activity spaces quantitatively (n = 44, top section). Distribution of traditional

sources (n = 29, middle) and big data sources (n = 20, bottom) used in

articles (n = 44).

how data are generated, and what social, spatial and temporal
elements they include. The most widely applied big data source
in activity space segregation studies was mobile phone data (n
= 10; Figure 3), specifically using call detail records (n = 7) as
described by Järv et al. (2015), network-driven 5-mins interval
data (Östh et al., 2018) and data collected via mobile phone
applications (Licoppe et al., 2008). Other data sources included
GPS tracking data (Shdema et al., 2018), and social media data
such as geographically located Twitter (Netto et al., 2018; Wang
et al., 2018) and Flickr datasets (Li et al., 2018). One study used
public transport smart card data (Lathia et al., 2012).

However, activity space segregation studies do not rely only
on location data but also incorporate other quantitative and
qualitative data to contextualize location data, characterize
activity spaces and explain segregation. Additional data were
more often used in studies employing big data than in
studies using traditional data sources—80 and 54% of studies,
respectively. Almost half of those studies used census data in
addition, for example, to obtain neighborhood characteristics
for examining individuals’ exposure to different socio-economic
contexts within one’s activity space (Jones and Pebley, 2014;
Li and Wang, 2017). Eight studies applied mixed methods
in examining activity space segregation, e.g., by combining
quantitative activity space analysis based on GPS tracking or
survey data with a qualitative analysis based on interview data
(Scheiner, 2000; Shdema et al., 2018).

The case studies on activity space segregation cover a
range of geographical contexts, 15 countries in total (Figure 4).
However, most of the studies are from Global North countries

FIGURE 4 | Geographical distribution of the activity space segregation case

studies (n = 44).

(75% of all case studies) such as the United States and Israel
(Shdema et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018), where integration and
residential segregation between racial or ethno-sectarian groups
has historically been a much-examined topic. Interestingly,
China (n = 6) and Estonia (n = 5) stand out with a number of
studies (Figure 4). In China, studies focused on income groups
(Zhou et al., 2015), and people residing in a range of housing
types (Li and Wang, 2017) or neighborhoods (Wang et al.,
2012). The research in Estonia focused on the difference between
language groups as proxies for ethnicity, based on mobile phone
data (Järv et al., 2015; Mooses et al., 2016; Silm et al., 2018).

In terms of the size of the research population, the studies
are highly heterogeneous, ranging from 12 people (Roulston
and Young, 2013) to 5.1 million people (Lathia et al., 2012).
The median size of the research population in activity space
segregation studies was around 1,200 people. A clear distinction
emerges between studies relying on novel big data sources and on
traditional data sources (Figure 5). That is, most studies (58%)
in the latter group tend to be based on 100 to 10,000 people.
This is due to the limitations of the dominant data source in this
group: surveys (median sample size 683 people) and travel diaries
(median sample size 1,100 people). In contrast, most of the big-
data-based studies (70%) are either based on very small (<100) or
large (>10,000) research populations. The largest datasets used
include public transport smart card data (Lathia et al., 2012),
mobile phone data (Östh et al., 2018) and social media data
(Wang et al., 2018). Big data studies based on small research
populations tend to use GPS tracking (Roulston and Young, 2013;
Shdema et al., 2018) or mobile phone applications (Licoppe et al.,
2008). This group also includes several pilot studies with the
aim to test and introduce newmethodologies (Greenberg Raanan
and Shoval, 2014) and data collection methods to segregation
research (Licoppe et al., 2008; Roulston and Young, 2013). Three
studies did not reveal their research population size.

Social Dimension
Activity space segregation studies, like residential segregation
research, focus mainly on socioeconomic, and ethnic, racial,
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FIGURE 5 | Distribution of articles by the size of the research population of all

activity space segregation studies (n = 44), and separately of studies using

traditional data sources (n = 24) and big data sources (n = 20).

religious and linguistic dimensions (Figure 6). The studies on
socioeconomic dimensions examined segregation in various
geographical contexts, mainly based on income (Netto et al.,
2018; Östh et al., 2018), occupational (Shen, 2019) and
educational (Le Roux et al., 2017) groups. The studies conducted
in China also investigated population groups defined by
the type of housing (Zhang et al., 2019) and residential
neighborhood (Wang et al., 2012). Studies on ethnic segregation
are geographically more concentrated—the majority of studies
investigated Arabs and Jews in Israel (Shdema et al., 2018),
Estonian- and Russian-speakers in Estonia (Järv et al., 2015;
Mooses et al., 2016), and racial groups in the United States (Wong
and Shaw, 2011; Farber et al., 2015). Some studies also examined
segregation by age (Li andWang, 2017) and by place of residence
(Li et al., 2018). Most of the studies have taken the perspective of
one social dimension, however a few studies formed population
groups by intersecting background characteristics such as age
and language (Silm et al., 2018), and race and income level
(Wang et al., 2018).

There were no significant differences in the main social
dimensions investigated between the studies applying big
data sources and traditional data sources, except that the
socioeconomic dimension is more examined based on traditional
data sources (Figure 6). However, there was a clear difference
between these two data source categories in terms of “social
richness”, i.e., what background information is known about the
individuals who are examined. In particular, one-third of big-
data-based studies (n = 6) used a complementary data source
such as a census (Netto et al., 2018), register (Östh et al., 2018)
or community survey data (Wang et al., 2018) to derive social
attributes along which segregation was studied. This was done
by estimating each individual’s residential location based on
data themselves and spatially linking them with corresponding
residential neighborhood characteristics. In contrast, only two

FIGURE 6 | Distribution of main social dimensions along which activity space

segregation was studied in all articles (n = 44), and in articles using traditional

data sources (n = 24) and big data sources (n = 20).

articles relying on a traditional data source used complementary
data sources for deriving social attributes (Wong and Shaw,
2011; Cordoba Calquin et al., 2017). In addition, individuals’
various other background characteristics were included, mainly
in statistical analysis, often in studies that relied on survey and
travel diary data.

Spatial Dimension
Activity space segregation studies vary considerably in terms of
the extent to which activity spaces are examined. Most studies
(75%, n = 33) were aimed at investigating an individual’s
entire activity space, although the spatial resolution varied
between data collection methods. For example, some studies
were based on self-reporting addresses of frequently visited
activity locations in a survey (Browning et al., 2017), some on
recording a person’s precise GPS coordinates every 10 s for a week
(Greenberg Raanan and Shoval, 2014), and others on analyzing
a mobile network operator’s base station coverage areas where
a person had made phone calls and sent messages during 1
year (Järv et al., 2015). When comparing data source types,
the proportion of studies focusing on the whole activity spaces
of people is the same for studies using big data and studies
using traditional data sources. The rest of the studies (25%, n
= 11) examined some parts of an activity space. From these
studies, seven focused on individuals’ daily mobility between
the main anchor points of their lives—home and work (Farber
et al., 2015), or home and school (Cordoba Calquin et al., 2017).
Four other studies focused on some parts of the activity space,
such as out-of-home activities (Zhou et al., 2015), out-of-home
non-employment activities (Silm and Ahas, 2014) or out-of-
home non-employment activities on public and national holidays
(Mooses et al., 2016).
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FIGURE 7 | Distribution of articles by the spatial extent of the case study in all

activity space segregation studies (n = 44), and separately in studies using

traditional data sources (n = 24) and big data sources (n = 20).

Another spatial aspect that limits capturing and examining
activity spaces, and therefore activity space segregation, is
the geographical extent of a case study, i.e., the geographical
coverage of the data used (Figure 7). From the articles we
reviewed, the spatial extent of the case studies ranges from
a city (Wang et al., 2018) to transnational level (Silm and
Ahas, 2014). However, most articles (66%, n = 29) focused
on a city or a metropolitan area, whereas in particular,
these studies relied more often on traditional data sources
like travel diaries (Le Roux et al., 2017) and questionnaire
surveys (Schnell and Yoav, 2001). Instead, studies using big
data tended to be geographically less limited in capturing an
individual’s activity space—almost half of the big data studies
(n = 9) captured individual activity spaces on a country or
even transnational level. Some of these studies made use of the
wider geographical coverage of the data to analyse segregation
simultaneously at multiple spatial scales such as at a district
scale in a city, at a municipality scale in a country, and at
a country scale transnationally (Silm and Ahas, 2014). Here,
the strength of big data sources is clearly visible as automated
data collection is not geographically limited as traditional data
collection methods. For example, mobile phone-based calling
data (Silm and Ahas, 2014) and specific phone application data
(Licoppe et al., 2008) allow an individual’s whereabouts to be
captured globally.

Temporal Dimension
Activity space segregation studies vary considerably in terms of
whether and how the time dimension is considered, i.e., what is
the length of the study period and whether segregation is studied
as a dynamic phenomenon. In general, activity space segregation
studies cover a range of time periods when an individual’s
mobility and activities are captured (Figure 8). The data used for
examining activity spaces range from 1 day (Östh et al., 2018) up
to several years, whereas the maximum period studied was about
10 years (Li et al., 2018). The latter study relied on social media
data with infrequent spatial locations that was compensated for

FIGURE 8 | Distribution of articles by the length of the study period of all

activity space segregation studies (n = 44), and separately of studies using

traditional data sources (n = 24) and big data sources (n = 20).

by having a longer study period. However, 25% of the studies
(n = 11) were atemporal—they did not define any study period
nor time units. In these studies, an individual’s activity space
did not capture mobility and activities from a certain period,
but it represented one’s “routine” activity space. For example,
Browning et al. (2017) relied on a neighborhood survey in which
respondents were asked to report on their commonly visited
activity locations.

There is a clear distinction between big data sources and
traditional data sources regarding temporality – big data sources
enable better integrated temporality in activity space segregation
research (Figure 8). Several studies using traditional data sources
(46%, n= 11) were atemporal (Scheiner, 2000; Jones and Pebley,
2014). The studies relying exclusively on traditional sources
covered the longest only two consecutive days (Wang et al., 2012;
Tan et al., 2017). In contrast, only one big data based study was
limited to 1 day (Östh et al., 2018). Some 90% of the big data
based studies captured activity spaces at least for 1 week (Shdema
et al., 2018), and 45% of the studies at least for 1 year (Järv et al.,
2015; Shelton et al., 2015).

Having information about an individual’s whereabouts and
activities in time allows the segregation phenomenon to be
examined dynamically (Kwan, 2013)—how segregation in space
changes over time. Interestingly, only one-third (32%, n = 14)
of the activity space segregation studies examined segregation
dynamically (Table 2). Once again, there is a clear distinction
between big data sources and traditional data sources. About
40% of the big-data-based studies (n = 8) examined segregation
dynamically, whereas the proportion is 25% for studies using
traditional data (n = 6). These studies in the latter group relied
predominantly on travel diary data (n = 5) such as Zhou et al.
(2015) and Tan et al. (2017).

Dynamic activity space segregation studies address
temporality in several ways. It can be a repeated segregation
measurement at points of time with a constant time unit such as
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TABLE 2 | Distribution of articles by temporality of analysis and data source type.

Temporality Articles by data source type

All sources

(n = 44)

Big data

(n = 20)

Traditional

source

(n = 24)

Dynamic 32% 40% 25%

Static 68% 60% 75%

Total 100% 100% 100%

each hour of the day (Le Roux et al., 2017), different weekdays
(Wang et al., 2012), different seasons (Shelton et al., 2015) or
comparing regular work days against public holidays (Mooses
et al., 2016). Also, temporality can be regarded as the segregation
measurement of the same research population at different time
scales such as measuring segregation regarding an individual’s
daily, monthly and yearly activity space (Järv et al., 2015).
While these highlighted studies calculate both activity space and
segregation measures separately for each period, one can also
provide a global segregation metric based on activity spaces of
people from several time frames. For example, Östh et al. (2018)
measure the mobility of people at 5-min intervals and Toomet
et al. (2015) measure locations of people with 1-h interval, which
are the input data for calculating a generic metric to describe
dynamic segregation. These two studies demonstrate the value of
operationalising the co-presence concept—people being in the
same location at the same time—in segregation research.

Activity Space Measurement
The three previous subsections described how social, spatial and
temporal dimensions are addressed in activity space segregation
studies. Yet, it is important to understand how people’s activity
spaces are measured as an input for studying segregation. We
broadly categorize whether characteristics of activity spaces are
calculated at the individual level for each person (individual-level
measures) or at the aggregate level—measured by social group,
spatial unit or movement flows between locations (aggregate-
level measures).

In general, most studies (70%, n = 31) calculated individual-
level activity space measures, whereas half of these studies
also included activity space measurement at the aggregate level
(Figure 9). For example, Schnell et al. (2015) and Li and Wang
(2017) measured activity spaces solely at the individual level,
while Wang and Li (2016) and Silm et al. (2018) examine activity
spaces both at the individual and at the aggregate level. Studies
relying on traditional and big data sources apply individual-level
measures equally often.

In the articles we reviewed, various individual-level activity
space metrics were calculated (Figure 10A). Half of the studies
examining an individual’s activity spaces focused on (a number
of) locations visited, whereas this was more often based on
big data sources (Toomet et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2018).
Almost equally often, movement behavior between activity
locations (Wong and Shaw, 2011) and time spent in spatial

FIGURE 9 | Distribution of articles by activity space measurement level in all

studies (n = 44), and separately in studies using traditional data sources (n =

24) and big data sources (n = 20).

units (Goldhaber and Schnell, 2007; Schnell et al., 2015) was
used to characterize activity spaces. The spatial extent (area) of
an individual’s activity space (Järv et al., 2015) was studied less
often. Additionally, one study calculated the configuration of an
individual’s activity space from the spatial structure of visited
activity locations using the entropy metric (Silm et al., 2018).

In terms of aggregate level activity space measures, two
metrics were predominantly used (81%; Figure 10B). First,
locations visited by people were aggregated to predefined spatial
units such as city districts and municipalities (Mooses et al.,
2016), or census areas (Lathia et al., 2012). Second, movement
of people between activity locations was aggregated to a physical
street network (Netto et al., 2018) or to an origin-destination type
of flow matrix (Shen, 2019). The aggregations to spatial units
tend to be applied more with big data sources, and aggregation to
movement flows in studies relying on large-scale (travel) surveys,
census data and other statistical data products.

Segregation Measurement
The final aspect to understanding how activity space segregation
is studied is to examine how segregation measures are calculated.
That is, whether a segregation metric per se is calculated for
a spatial unit (place-based), a movement flow (flow-based),
an individual’s or a group’s activity space (people-based), or
is a mix of these approaches (combined measure). Most
studies (82%, n = 36) calculated people-based segregation
measures (Figure 11). These are studies that either calculated
a segregation metric for a social group being studied (Zhou
et al., 2015) or for each individual. The latter approach is data-
demanding and poses methodological challenges for making
generalizations. However, Schnell and Yoav (2001) calculated
individual-level segregation indices, Li and Wang (2017) used
statistical regression measurements, and Greenberg Raanan and
Shoval (2014) applied a geovisual map comparison method.

However, as data on individual activity spaces were often
aggregated into predefined spatial units, 43% of studies calculated
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FIGURE 10 | Distribution of individual (A) and aggregate (B) level activity space metrics used in all studies (n = 44), and separately in studies using traditional data

sources (n = 24) and big data sources (n = 20).

FIGURE 11 | Distribution of approaches used to study activity space

segregation in all studies (n = 44), and separately in studies using traditional

data sources (n = 24) and big data sources (n = 20).

place-based segregation metrics based on activity locations of
people. This tends to be more common in studies using big data
sources (Figure 11). For example, Silm et al. (2018) calculated a
dissimilarity index based on the distribution of activity locations
across study districts, Farber et al. (2015) applied a social
interaction potential metric to identify and map spatial patterns
in social contact opportunities, and Östh et al. (2018) used a co-
presencemetric to examine and compare exposure to poverty and
wealth in different urban areas at different times.

Only one study used a clear flow-based segregation metric
(Shen, 2019), where a segregation indicator was calculated for
each movement flow between two spatial units. Additionally, a
few studies (n= 4) combined people-based and place-based, and
flow-based and place-based approaches. For instance, Wong and
Shaw (2011) calculated one aggregate activity space segregation
measure for people living in the same census tract, based
on their activity spaces. Interestingly, more than one-third of
articles (36%, n = 16) applied two segregation measurement
approaches in a case study. For example, Järv et al. (2015)
relied mainly on the people-based approach while providing
additional contextualization by using a place-based measure.
Nevertheless, half of all studies (n = 22) relied solely on people-
based segregation measures.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The incorporation of the activity space perspective has
opened new avenues for segregation research. To provide
a comprehensive overview about the methodological
developments in this field, we systematically reviewed 44
quantitative segregation analyses that relied on individual-level
data on activity locations and/or in-between mobility. We
identified the methodological approaches employed in studying
activity space segregation to date, and assessed the contribution
of different data sources to examining its spatial, temporal and
social dimensions.

Our methodological review has some limitations. First, the
review does not include all articles on activity space segregation
as we focused on the ones published in the journals listed in
the Scopus database. Still, compared to Web of Science, Scopus
covers considerably more scientific journals, including in social
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sciences, and around 99% of the journals indexed in Web of
Science are also listed in Scopus (Singh et al., 2021). Second,
some relevant articles for the review may not have been detected
due to keyword mismatches, despite carefully listing keywords
for the database search to cover the research topic (Table 1).
Nevertheless, we believe that the database search resulted in a
broad set of publications that is not biased and therefore our
review is sufficiently representative to provide a cross-cutting
overview on the approaches, methods and data sources used.
Finally, our review does not assess the rigor of methodologies,
as this crucial issue requires separate investigation and should
therefore be addressed in future research.

Notwithstanding the limitations, this paper provides the first
comprehensive overview about the methodological status of the
activity space segregation research to feed into much-needed
conceptual and methodological debates and developments in
future. We draw particular attention to the increasing use of big
data sources in segregation research to initiate the discussion
about their appropriateness, and about the opportunities and
challenges that these novel data sources entail. Next, we
discuss our conclusions around the four central topics of the
review: (1) high conceptual and methodological heterogeneity;
(2) the contribution of different data sources to examining
the spatial, temporal and social dimension of segregation; (3)
opportunities and challenges introduced by big data; (4) avenues
for future research.

Conceptual and
Methodological Heterogeneity
Our review highlights that activity space segregation research is
an emerging field that is characterized by high conceptual and
methodological heterogeneity, driven by several factors. First, the
activity space approach to segregation implies that both activity
locations and human mobility are considered to be an integral
part of segregation research. Moreover, an increasing number
of segregation studies aim to examine the temporal dimension,
be it segregation over hours, days, months, or seasons. To
capture the various forms of spatial differentiation, its causes and
consequences, segregation is studied from various disciplinary as
well as interdisciplinary perspectives. This disciplinary diversity
that now also includes computer sciences makes it challenging
to develop coherent and commonly agreed methodologies that
successfully integrate all components. Second, as almost half of
the quantitative activity space segregation studies rely on big data
sources, we also have to bear in mind that big data research is
itself a new way of producing knowledge and entails a number
of uncertainties (Kitchin, 2014; see Section Big Data Bring New
Challenges). Third, the field has emerged within the last decade,
and we are only at the beginning of the development toward a
more coherent research field.

High heterogeneity is not necessarily unfavorable, yet
different studies often endorse different conceptualisations
and operationalisations to examine same aspects. We noticed
two main areas of conceptual fuzziness: how (1) segregation,
and (2) various socio-spatial contexts are conceptualized and
captured. The latter has been addressed by proposing and

advancing various approaches, such as the activity space
approach (Wong and Shaw, 2011), the domains approach
(Tammaru et al., 2021), and the spatiotemporal approach
(Park and Kwan, 2018). However, there are alternative views
on what qualifies as segregation in this context. Our review
shows that the concept of segregation has been operationalised
by measuring and comparing differences in people’s activity
space measures, or by employing traditional segregation
indices. The strategy chosen often depends on the disciplinary
background of authors: geographers, demographers, sociologists,
transport researchers, computer scientists or social psychologists.
Certainly, disciplinary diversity has always been fundamental to
segregation research, but the incorporation of the activity space
approach and big data sources requires new types of collaboration
to move toward more conceptual clarity, integrated analysis
framework, and methodological rigor.

One valuable contribution of the activity space approach
to segregation is that it enables us to comprehend and
capture segregation beyond residential neighborhoods from the
perspectives of places, people and movement flows (Kwan, 2009;
Palmer, 2013). Different perspectives enrich our understanding
on how segregation may manifest itself and be experienced. To
date, the perspective of places has attracted most attention in
segregation research, and consequently most segregation policies
focus on residential neighborhoods and social mixing. Our
review shows that the increasing application of the activity space
approach has brought more attention also to the perspective
of people, i.e., segregation patterns regarding people’s daily
lives (see Section Segregation Measurement). Several studies
from Asia, Europe and the United States have demonstrated
the importance of this approach by showing that even though
people’s activity spaces are often more socially heterogeneous
than their residential neighborhoods, many remain substantially
segregated throughout their daily lives (Jones and Pebley, 2014;
Wang and Li, 2016; Östh et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018). The
perspective of movement flows, which has been studied the
least, is equally important, as it uncovers segregation regarding
the mobility of people that remains otherwise invisible. Having
an extended overview on how spatially uneven patterns and
relationships between people unfold from different angles enables
policy-makers to develop more targeted integration policies, by
focusing on places (e.g., housing mix), people (e.g., education
and employment), and connections (e.g., public transport)
(van Ham et al., 2018).

Different perspectives—place-, people- and flow-based
segregation—are also useful for guiding our methodological
choices in this heterogeneous field. We propose a three-step
methodological workflow (Figure 12) as a framework to
facilitate thinking on the various methodological steps for
more coherent quantitative activity space segregation analysis.
The initial research problem and study objectives determine
whether segregation should be investigated as a place-, people-
or flow-based phenomenon, or a combination of those. This
guides us to select the most fit-for-purpose individual-level
dataset, be it a traditional or a big data source. While a dataset
comprising spatial (and temporal) information on activity
locations and/or in-between mobility is a prerequisite for any
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FIGURE 12 | Framework for a three-step methodological workflow for quantitative activity space segregation analysis.

activity space segregation analysis, some data sources are more
suitable than others for exploring different perspectives (see
Section Traditional and Big Data Sources—Valuable in Their
OwnWays).

After selecting the most fit-for-purpose dataset, there are
two options for measuring activity space—whether to measure
activity spaces at the individual level or at the aggregated level
(Figure 12). The former means calculating a metric for every
individual (e.g., the extent of an individual’s daily activity space)
and the latter provides a metric for a population group or spatial
unit (e.g., distribution of population group’s activity locations
across neighborhoods). This is dependent on and determines the
options for measuring segregation in the final step. Measuring
activity spaces at individual level allows a segregation metric
to be calculated, either for each individual or for a population
group. In both cases, this reveals how segregated are people’s
lives across their activity spaces, i.e., provide insights into people-
based segregation (Kwan, 2009). In contrast, once individual
activity spaces are aggregated to predefined study units such
as census tracts, one can only calculate place-based segregation
metrics and assess how segregated a study area is. Similarly,
flow-based segregation metrics (Shen, 2019) can be calculated for
home-work commuting flows once all individuals’ movements
are aggregated to connections between spatial units.

Traditional and Big Data
Sources—Valuable in Their Own Ways
Current studies on activity space segregation have mobilized
a wide range of data sources that are seen as “holding
promise for maximizing urban mobility and activity space
contribution” in urban sociological research (Cagney et al.,
2020). Our review shows that traditional and big data sources
have contributed equally to activity space segregation field by

broadening the analysis focus from residential neighborhoods
to other socio-spatial contexts of people (Petrović et al., 2019).
However, data sources have distinctive characteristics—benefits
and limitations—that define and restrict the ways in how to
measure segregation. Thus, some data sources are better for
examining certain dimensions of segregation—spatial, temporal,
or social—than others (Figure 13).

Big data, such as mobile phone and social media data, have
the potential to untie segregation research from its current
spatial and temporal boundaries. From the spatial perspective,
these sources allow us to study segregation across individuals’
whole activity spaces and stretch the geographical extent of
segregation studies from conventional administrative borders
(neighborhoods, cities) to national and transnational dimensions
(Figure 13). This is important, since an individual’s life is not
confined to a residential neighborhood (Piekut et al., 2019)
nor often to a single city or a country (Mooses et al., 2020).
Moreover, a wider geographical coverage of data allows us to
uncover segregation processes that occur at different spatial
scales. A study by Silm and Ahas (2014), for example, found
that the spatial differentiation between ethnic groups’ out-of-
home non-employment activities increased when the spatial
extent of analysis was extended from respondents’ home city
to the whole country. Then again, advancements regarding
traditional sources have also broadened our opportunities to
provide new insights beyond residential neighborhoods. For
instance, a relational database that connects various registers
enables us to link individuals’ main habitual activity locations
such as residences, schools and workplaces over their life course
(Tammaru et al., 2021).

Big data sources are also valuable for incorporating
temporality in segregation analysis and capturing co-presence.
Activity space segregation studies relying on traditional data
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FIGURE 13 | Distribution of activity space segregation studies by spatial and temporal dimension (n = 44). Studies are further divided by whether social attributes for

segregation analysis are inherent in data or derived from a complementary data source.

sources (e.g., surveys) are either atemporal or cover 1 or 2 days
in people’s lives. Instead, big data sources can cover weeks,
months and even years (Figure 13), and thus allow us to reveal
both individuals’ daily activity spaces and less routine spatial
behavior related to multi-local living or business and holiday
trips (Järv et al., 2015). For example, a year-long study from
Estonia compared the daily, monthly and annual activity spaces
of the country’s two biggest ethno-linguistic groups and found
that the differences were the most profound not between daily
routine activities but between annual activity spaces that include
leisure-related activities and trips that take place over a longer
periodicity (Järv et al., 2015). Further, combining spatial and
temporal dimensions uncovers the actual co-presence of people
(Toomet et al., 2015), which allows us to investigate individuals’
experienced exposure to their dynamic socio-spatial contexts
across their activity spaces.

The spatiotemporal accuracy of examining individuals’
exposure to their actual socio-spatial contexts depends on input
data and determines the scale(s) at which segregation can be
measured. On one hand, mobile phone call detail records and
social media data with lower spatiotemporal resolution can
capture segregation at coarser spatial scales, but from longer
study periods. And even thoughmacro-scale segregation analyses
entail more uncertainties due to spatial non-stationarity, they are
important for obtaining a more comprehensive understanding
about segregation processes that occur at higher spatial scales
(Manley et al., 2015). On the other hand, data collected with
GPS devices, mobile phone applications or travel diaries can
uncover individuals’ hourly and daily segregation experiences at
the micro-scale, yet from a shorter period. For instance, high-
resolution GPS data have been used to define person-specific
neighborhoods (Park and Kwan, 2018) which allow individuals’

segregation experiences to be captured more adequately than
administrative units. Moreover, avoiding aggregation of location
data to predefined spatial units enables us to address the
modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP)—a methodological
challenge well-known among spatial segregation researchers.
Any individual-level data with high spatiotemporal resolution is
a prerequisite for this.

The social dimension is the third inherent dimension of
segregation that concerns the background characteristics of
people, and information on perceptions, experiences and reasons.
Traditional sources such as surveys and travel diaries usually
include rich background information on study participants,
whereas this information is limited or missing from several
big data sources (Figure 13). In order to use big data to
analyse segregation, several scholars have derived people’s
background characteristics using data fusion, by spatially
linking social media data with census data (Netto et al.,
2018), or mobile network data with register data (Östh et al.,
2018). When the objective is to examine perceptions and
experiences besides segregation patterns, traditional sources
such as surveys and interviews are crucial. For example,
combining a GPS tracking study with interviews provides
socially rich data with high spatiotemporal resolution (while
having a limited study period and sample size). A study
by Greenberg Raanan and Shoval (2014) demonstrated this
well—a combination of data from in-depth interviews, mental
maps and GPS tracking enabled the authors to find a strong
relationship between the perceptions of the segregated city
and the actual spatial behavior of three conflicting cultural
groups in Jerusalem. Finally, the potentials of rich social media
content including text and images for examining segregation
remain undiscovered.
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To conclude, the wide variety of traditional and big data
sources provide opportunities for capturing activity space
segregation from different perspectives and for giving more
attention to particular dimensions of segregation. Being aware
of the specific benefits and limitations of data sources is crucial
for selecting the most fit-for-purpose dataset for each specific
segregation study (see Figure 12). For instance, individual-level
census or register data on home and work locations might be
the best for studying segregation across commuting flows, but
detailed GPS tracking data reveal individuals’ actual space-time
paths and exposure over 24 h. One potential way forward is to
combine traditional and big data sources to benefit from the
strengths of both sources (Järv et al., 2020).

Big Data Bring New Challenges
Segregation researchers are generally aware of the limitations
of traditional data sources, whereas using big data sources for
scientific knowledge production entails new kinds of challenges
and uncertainties. Therefore, in addition to the challenges related
to the conceptual and methodological heterogeneity of the
emerging activity space segregation field (see Section Conceptual
and Methodological Heterogeneity), one has to be aware of the
big-data-specific challenges to make the best use of various data
sources. Here, we briefly reflect on some challenges relevant to
segregation studies.

Using individual-level data with high spatiotemporal
resolution and extensive social content requires careful
consideration of possible ethical and privacy issues, especially
when dealing with vulnerable groups and sensitive aspects of
human behavior. Yet, ethical standards and privacy protection
regulations have significant differences between countries—even
in the Global North (Pernot-Leplay, 2020), where most activity
space segregation studies are conducted. However, in any
context, researchers have the ultimate responsibility to minimize
potential harm of their research (Zook et al., 2017).

Another challenge of using big data relate to the uncertainties
of whom and what the data represent. First, as big data
do not represent the whole population (e.g., age and gender
biases), nor all activity locations and mobility, this has to
be acknowledged and dealt with care to avoid making over-
simplistic interpretations and amplifying existing inequalities
(Toivonen et al., 2019). One way to mitigate this is to make
big data small and meaningful (Poorthuis and Zook, 2017).
Second, various algorithmic uncertainties are introduced when
collecting, generating, processing and analyzing big data (Kwan,
2016). In the context of segregation studies, this is evident when
deriving people’s background characteristics using indirect data
fusion (see Section Spatial Dimension). This entails uncertainties
regarding the identification and division of study groups. That
said, various uncertainties should be addressed when using
traditional data. For example, respondents’ subjectivity and
selective memory are inherent in survey and travel diary data
(Järv et al., 2020). Overall, scholars have to be critical about
the representativeness of and uncertainties related to any data
source and methodology used, and articulate these clearly when
publishing and presenting research results.

Despite various challenges, we need to acknowledge that big
data analytics, similar to activity space segregation research,

is a rapidly developing field that is searching for a coherent
research tradition from ontological (Kitchin andMcArdle, 2016),
methodological (Toivonen et al., 2019) to ethical perspectives
(Markham et al., 2018). This also unfolds in our review as it
includes several big-data-based studies that are methodological
showcases or explorative in nature. However, we can expect that
the realization of the potential of big data in segregation research
improves in line with the developments in big data research more
broadly. At the same time, following the principles of responsible
big data research is utterly important for realizing the potential of
big data in segregation research while avoiding the harm it may
cause (Zook et al., 2017; Poom et al., 2020).

Future Research Avenues
Our methodological review highlights that despite the short
history and high conceptual and methodological heterogeneity,
the activity space approach provides new valuable perspectives
to comprehend and capture segregation. However, further
conceptual and methodological debates and developments are
necessary to move toward more conceptual clarity, integrated
analysis framework, and methodological rigor.

First, a more coherent understanding of the concept of
segregation and its operationalisation is needed within the
activity space segregation field, to avoid further blurring of the
concept. For instance, what is the difference between studying
segregation and differences in people’s activity spaces? Secondly,
a number of methodological challenges should be addressed
to be able to better navigate in the highly diverse field of
activity space segregation research, and make informed decisions
on the appropriateness of different data sources, methods and
measures for addressing specific research questions. As a number
of methods and measures are proposed, tested and developed,
the field would benefit from further scrutiny on the effectiveness
of these methods and measures. Moreover, the appropriateness
of different data sources, and especially the challenges and
implications of big data, should be further examined. For
instance, the uncertainties of whom and what the data represent,
and the performance of different techniques used for deriving
social attributes require in depth investigation.

We propose that an effective development of a more
integrated conceptual and methodological framework requires
tight interdisciplinary capacity-building, as the approaches,
methods and measures mobilized originate from different
disciplines and discourses. Although segregation research has
always been an interdisciplinary field, the emerging trend to
incorporate the activity space approach and big data sources
to segregation research requires new collaborations between
segregation scholars, transport/mobility researchers and data
scientists. This sounds trivial, yet we noticed that some studies
suffered from a weak linkage to segregation theory from being
conducted by the scholars of one field only.

Given that activity space segregation research involves data
sources, methods and measures that are often unfamiliar
to traditional segregation research, ensuring methodological
transparency of each study is of paramount importance. Our
review indicated that this is often not the case. Thus, besides
clarifying a methodological workflow (Figure 12), we highly
recommend implementing open science practices—sharing
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codes, tools and data openly, if possible. This will allow us
to advance toward a more coherent research framework and
conduct comparative research in different contexts. Even if data
cannot be published openly due to privacy concerns, opening
metadata as comprehensively as possible allows for a better
understanding of the analysis undertaken, especially in the case
of big data sources.

Finally, we stress the value of examining segregation
from the perspective of places, people and movement flows
(Figure 12). By answering the three questions—“how segregated
are neighborhoods?”, “how segregated are individuals’ activity
spaces?” and “how segregated are human mobility flow patterns
between activity locations?”—, we gain a fuller understanding of
segregation in society from several angles and are able to develop
more effective policy interventions. Although all perspectives
require further investigation, we would like to emphasize two
prospective directions that are greatly overlooked. First, bringing
people- and place-based perspectives together enables us to study
people’s experienced exposure based on their constantly changing
co-presence with other people across their activity space. Second,
although societies are much about movements and spaces of
flows (Sheller and Urry, 2006), the flow-based perspective has
received minimal attention (see Shen, 2019). This is a critical
direction to advance with, as segregation across movement flows
reflects and reinforces mobility injustice (Cook and Butz, 2018).
Certainly, subsequent systematic reviews on the empirical results
of activity space segregation studies would further enrich our
understanding on the contribution of different perspectives to
capturing segregation.
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